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Abstract
Automated driving potentially has a significant impact on traffic flow efficiency. Automated vehicles,
which possess cooperative capabilities, are expected to reduce congestion levels for instance by
increasing road capacity, by anticipating traffic conditions further downstream and also by
accelerating the clearance of congestion. However, the effects of automation on traffic flow efficiency
may be considerably influenced by human factors such as user acceptance and behavioural adaptations
of drivers.
Under certain traffic situations, drivers could prefer to disengage the automated system and
transfer to a lower level of automation or are forced to switch off by the system (e.g. in case of sensor
failure). These transitions between different levels of automation are called authority transitions and
can significantly affect the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of vehicles. Microscopic simulation
software packages can be used to ex ante evaluate the impact of automated vehicles on traffic flow
efficiency. Currently, mathematical models describing car-following and lane changing behaviour are
not able to adequately describe and predict authority transitions.
In order to develop an adequate model of driving behaviour for automated vehicles including
these authority transitions, an empirically underpinned theoretical framework is needed where human
factors are accounted for. In the proposed research, we aim at developing this theoretical framework,
which serves as the basis for the prediction of effects of automated driving on traffic flow efficiency.
In order to determine the real-life effect of automation on traffic flow efficiency, firstly, empirical data
from Field Operational Test and driving simulation experiments will be collected and analysed.
Secondly, microscopic traffic flows models incorporating human factors will be developed: within this
framework, authority transitions will be investigated taking into account intra- and inter-driver
heterogeneity. Thirdly, the effects of different penetration rates of automated vehicles and different
levels of automation on traffic flow efficiency will be investigated.
Key words: automation, authority transitions, human factors, microscopic modelling, traffic flow
efficiency.
Front picture: Power companies build for your new electric living. The Victoria Advocate, 24 March 1957.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, an increasing interest in automated vehicles and systems supporting the drivers in their
control task has arisen. Automated vehicles are expected to have a significant impact on traffic flow
efficiency, safety levels as well as the environment. Automated vehicles which have cooperative
capabilities are expected to reduce congestion levels through an increase in road capacity, through
anticipation to the traffic conditions downstream and also through accelerating the clearance of
congestion by increasing the outflows from a queue [1]. For instance, these benefits on traffic flow can
be attained by reducing the time headways and regulating the speeds.
The introduction of automated vehicles on public roads is likely to be gradual: the
functionalities of automated systems are introduced through intermediate steps. In this context, SAE
International [2] distinguishes five levels of automation as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level 0: manual driving;
Level 1: driving assistance;
Level 2: partial automation;
Level 3: conditional automation;
Level 4: high automation;
Level 5: full automation.

According to the above-mentioned definition, these levels differ in terms of automated control tasks
and driver supervision of the system. At the driving assistance level, the system takes over either
longitudinal or lateral control. In partial automation, the system takes over longitudinal and lateral
control, while the driver permanently monitors the system and is expected to resume control at any
time. In conditional automation, the system takes over longitudinal and lateral control, while the driver
does not have to continuously monitor the system and is expected to resume control in case of an
emergency (e.g. sensor failure). In high automation, the system takes over longitudinal and lateral
control, even if the driver does not respond adequately to a request to intervene in case of certain
roadway and environmental conditions. In full automation, the system full-time takes over longitudinal
and lateral control under all roadway and environmental conditions. Moreover, the driver is not
required to resume manual control.
In case of certain traffic situations, drivers can prefer to disengage the automated system and
transfer to a lower level of automation (or manual driving) [3] or are forced by the system to switch off
(e.g. in case of a sensor failure) [4]. These transitions between different levels of automation are called
authority transitions. These transitions can significantly affect the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of
vehicles and are consequently expected to have a significant impact on traffic flow efficiency (e.g.
capacity, traffic flow stability).
Mathematical models of driving behaviour of manually driven and automated vehicles [5, 6]
can be implemented in microscopic simulation software packages to ex ante evaluate the impact of
automated vehicles on traffic flow efficiency at different penetration rates. Currently, mathematical
models describing car-following and lane changing behaviour do not account for authority transitions.
In addition, it is not clear how authority transitions affect the lateral and longitudinal dynamics of
vehicles and to what extent mathematical models of driving behaviour are able to represent these
transitions. Therefore, new mathematical models of car-following behaviour and lane changing
behaviour are needed. However, in order to do so, insight is required into how authority transitions in
automated vehicles affect the lateral and longitudinal dynamics of vehicles. These dynamics may be
considerably influenced by human factors such as user acceptance and behavioural adaptations of
drivers. Moreover, this insight may be relevant for the design of such systems. Following the
definitions proposed by SAE International [2], the foreseen levels of automation which will be
investigated in this research are driving assistance, partial automation and conditional automation.
This research proposal is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review that
focuses on the effects of authority transitions on driving behaviour and the limitations of current
mathematical models. Section 3 describes the research set-up, identifying the knowledge gaps,
formulating the research questions and discussing the foreseen research methodology. Section 4
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provides the conclusions and recommendations for future research, while also discussing the
limitations of the proposed research.

2.

Literature review

Before investigating the effects of authority transitions on longitudinal and lateral dynamics, it is
essential to investigate the dynamics of the vehicles and discuss the possible motivations that trigger
the transitions. In this section, possible reasons for authority transitions between ACC and manual
driving are identified based on the available literature. In order to explore the potential effects of the
authority transitions on driving behaviour, we introduce an overview of the available research on
behavioural adaptations and the changed role of the driver with ACC. In microscopic simulations, a
distinction is usually made between the longitudinal vehicle interaction subtask, which is described by
car-following models, and the lateral vehicle interaction subtask, which is described by lane-changing
models and gap-acceptance models. In order to gain insight into the mathematical models of driving
behaviour, a brief overview of the existing car following and lane-changing models is presented.
Finally, the knowledge gaps are identified based on the literature review proposed.

2.1.

Mandatory and discretionary authority transitions

The authority transitions appear to be strongly related to the characteristics of the driver support
system. For example, Field operational Tests (FOTs) [3] investigated driving behaviour with different
types of ACC systems that have limited decelerations capabilities and are inactive at speeds below 30
km/h. Drivers prefer to disengage ACC and resume manual control during dense traffic conditions in
order to have smaller distance headways. In case of medium dense traffic conditions, drivers tend to
deactivate the system to have full control of the vehicle (e.g. in case of overtaking manoeuver). Two
types of authority transitions can be distinguished, namely: discretionary and mandatory authority
transitions. In case of discretionary authority transitions, the driver disengages the system or switches
to a lower level of automation voluntarily. The most common motivations to initiate a discretionary
state transition with the above-mentioned types of ACC [5, 7, 8]:
• Speed adaptation prior to a lane change manoeuver: The driver plans to make a lane
change and the current acceleration is not adequate.
• Overruling due to defensive or offensive behaviour: The driver brakes (or accelerates) to
create a sufficient (or insufficient) gap for a vehicle in an adjacent lane for merging.
• Left-lane speed adaptation: The driver brakes to avoid illegal overtaking on the right and to
adapt to the speed of the vehicle in the adjacent lane.
In case of mandatory authority transitions, drivers are forced to switch off or switch to a lower level of
automation by the system. Possible reasons for mandatory authority transitions are [5, 7, 8]:
• A sensor failure: the sensor cannot work properly (e.g. poor visibility due to adverse
weather conditions) and the driver has to resume manual control.
• Reaching the system support constraints in a safety-critical situation: The system support
constraints in speed and acceleration are reached. However, the driver needs to exceed
these limits in order to avoid collision or overtake.
No studies were found analysing possible motivations for authority transitions between partial
automation, driving assistance and manual driving.

2.2.

Behavioural adaptations and changed role of the driver

Adaptations in driving behaviour are defined as the collection of behavioural aspects that arise
following a change in the road traffic [9]. Adaptations are defined as direct when these behavioural
aspects are intentionally realised through system parameters set by the manufacturer of the system, and
indirect when these behavioural aspects are unintended [9]. For instance, the influence of ACC on the
longitudinal driving behaviour of drivers has been extensively investigated since the 90s. In general,
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ACC is assumed to reduce driver vigilance, which can result in reduced ability to detect and respond
to an emergency situation [10, 11, 12]. For example, while using ACC, drivers may show an impaired
ability to respond to emergency situations which require applying the brake pedal [13]. In addition, it
appears that ACC systems, which automatically regulate the speed when the vehicle gets too close to
the leader, result in higher speeds and shorter time headways [14, 15]. However, little insight was
found on the influence of the above-mentioned authority transitions on human driving behaviour.
The effects of ACC on driving behaviour may be related to the changed role of the driver, who
is transformed from a manual controller to a supervisor of the system [1]. Indeed, automated vehicles
require drivers who are capable to resume control in case of authority transitions. Studies in the field
of aviation have suggested that monitoring the system for long periods of time might increase the
workload of the driver [16] which can result in a reduction in situation awareness and a failure in the
detection of critical changes in the state of the system [17]. In addition, indirect adaptation effects may
be due to over-reliance on the system, which is defined as the tendency of human supervisors to place
too much trust in automated systems [18]. In the road transport field, similarly, some driving simulator
studies have found a reduction in situation awareness [19] and very low levels of self-reported mental
workload [20] while driving with ACC.
Stanton et al. [21] validated a driving simulator by comparing responses on a secondary task
and driving style questionnaire in both a road car and a driving simulator. After that, they investigated
the workload associated with four different levels of automation: manual, ACC, active steering system
(AS, i.e. automation of lateral control), and simultaneous usage of ACC and AS. They found that no
reduction in workload was associated with ACC over manual driving, while a reduction in workload
was associated with AS and further reduction was associated with ACC plus AS. These reductions in
workload did not result in adverse effects on normal driving performance.
Recently, Strand et al. [22] analysed driving behaviour during automation failures with ACC
and simultaneous usage of ACC and lateral automated system. In their driving simulator experiment,
they found that humans are poor monitors of automation and higher levels of automation aggravate
this problem.

2.3.

Car following models

The development of microscopic traffic flow models started in the fifties with the so-called carfollowing models that are based on a supposed mechanism describing the process of one vehicle
following another [23]. The scope of these mathematical models is to mimic driving behaviour [24]. In
recent years, the importance of these models has further increased, with behavioural models forming
the basis for the design of advanced vehicle control and safety systems [25]. Indeed, longitudinal
vehicle interaction subtasks have been shown to play an important role in the formation and
propagation of congestion [24].
In general, car-following models express the acceleration of a vehicle ai at time t as a function
of speed of the vehicle vi, speed of the lead vehicle vi-1, net distance headway to the lead vehicle si-1
and acceleration of the lead vehicle ai-1 as described in Equation 1 [26]:
=

,

, ,

(1)
Each model of car-following behaviour could be distinguished by its own control objective
[26]. In addition, the model can incorporate the driving behaviour of one lead vehicle (simple carfollowing) or more lead vehicles (multi-anticipative car following models).
In this section, five types of car-following models broadly cited in literature and used in
research are discussed:
•
•
•
•
•

Safe-distance models;
Stimulus response models;
Psycho- spacing models;
Fuzzy logic-based models;
Cellular Automaton models (CA).
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Safe-distance car following models describe the dynamics of a single vehicle assuming that the driver
maintains a safe distance headway in order to avoid collisions with the lead vehicle in case of
emergency manoeuvres. This approach is firstly proposed by Pipes [27], Forbes et al. [28], Kometani
and Sasaki [29]: the minimal safe distance is assumed to increase with the velocity of the vehicle. In
addition to the original formulation, Gipps [30] includes several mitigating factors, such as a reaction
time and maximum braking rate.
Stimulus-response car-following models describe the reaction of a driver (e.g. acceleration and
braking) as a function of a stimulus (e.g. changes in relative distance and speed with the leader). This
type of model is firstly formulated by Chandler et al. [31] and Helly [32]. Treiber et al. [33] introduced
the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM), where the acceleration of the driver is described as a combination
of a free-road acceleration strategy and dense traffic condition deceleration strategy.
In general, the above mentioned models assume that the driver reacts to very small changes in
the relative velocity with the lead vehicle and does not react when the difference in velocity is equal to
zero. In addition, the magnitude of the response is the same for small and large distance headways.
In order to overcome these limitations, the so-called psycho-spacing models which include
insights from perceptual psychology are introduced by Michaels [34] and Todosiev and Barbosa [35].
They point out that drivers are characterized by certain limits in the perception of the stimuli to which
they react (perceptual thresholds). The car following behaviour is described on a relative speedspacing plane (DV, DX). In these models, the fundamental behavioural rules introduced assume that,
in case of large distance headways, the driver does not respond to velocity differences. Similarly, in
case of distance headways smaller than a certain threshold, the driver does not perceive and respond to
relative velocities smaller than a boundary value.
Fuzzy-logic based methods are firstly applied to car-following models by Kichuchi and
Chakroborty [36], Yikai et al. [37]. The aim is to describe accurately driving behaviour rather than
trying to model the traffic system mathematically. The input variables are divided into a number of
overlapping “fuzzy sets” describing to what extent a variable (e.g. distance headway) fits the
description of a “term” (e.g. “close”) and are processed according to fuzzy “if-then” rules (e.g. IF
“close” THEN “brake”). The results of the individual rules are averaged and weighted into one single
output decision.
CA-models represent the traffic system by using cells of equal size and describe the movement
of vehicles from cell to cell in a discrete way. These models are introduced by Nagel [38], Wu and
Brilon [39]. The size of the cells is chosen such that a vehicle driving with a velocity equal to one
moves to the next cell during one time step. CA- models consider a minimal set of driving rules:
vehicles accelerate when the velocity is lower than the maximum velocity and decelerate when the
distance to the leader is smaller than minimum distance gap or spontaneously with a given probability.
For a more detailed overview, it can be referred to Brackstone and McDonald [25].
In order to include automated longitudinal control tasks into microscopic simulations, carfollowing models need to be extended. For instance, ACC can be implemented considering a different
vehicle class where speeds and headways are regulated following specific rules [5] and calibrating the
parameters of the model separately [6].

2.4.

Lane-changing models

Lane changes have been shown to influence traffic flow efficiency substantially. For instance, Ahn
and Cassidy [40] claim that lane change is the main cause for traffic breakdowns.
Lane change models predict when lane changes are performed taking into account different
motivations. Gipps [41] proposed one of the earliest frameworks for lane-changing decision in an
urban driving environment: drivers aim in travelling from A to B in a safe and comfortable manner.
Most of the models proposed [41, 42, 43] distinguish between mandatory and discretionary lanechanges. Mandatory lane changes (MLCs) occur when the driver is forced to change lane in order to
follow a specific route. Discretionary lane changes (DLCs) occur when the driver perceive that the
lane change provide better traffic conditions. However, Toledo et al. [44] demonstrated the potential
shortcomings of assuming that lateral and longitudinal interaction subtasks are independent processes.
They proposed an integrated driving behaviour model assuming that drivers develop short terms plans
in order to accomplish short terms goals. Driving behaviour is explained through the inclusion of
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variables related to lane proximity, trip plan, network knowledge and driving style. Treiber and
Kesting [45] introduced an integrated lane change model (MOBIL) where the acceleration from the
car-following model is used to evaluate the desire and safety of lane changes. However, this model
only considers the lane-change reason of speed. In order to overcome these limitations, Schakel et al.
[46] introduced the Lane Change model with Relaxation and Synchronisation. Drivers are assumed to
prepare for a lane change by selection gaps for merging and synchronizing speed. In addition, the lane
change process may influence the car following subtask: drivers accept smaller headways during and
after lane changes (i.e. relaxation).
In order to include automated lateral control tasks into microscopic simulations, lane-changing
models need to be extended, introducing specific rules and calibrating the parameters of the model
separately.

2.5.

Effects of automation on traffic flow efficiency

Several studies are available on the influence of automation on traffic flow efficiency in terms of
capacity, capacity drop and traffic flow stability. However, these studies mainly focus on the influence
of automation on the longitudinal control task on highways through ACC and Cooperative Adaptive
Cruise Control (CACC), not considering the influence of authority transitions. Studies on the effects of
automation of the lateral control task on traffic flow efficiency are currently missing.
Capacity is the maximum flow rate per lane. Microscopic simulations studies [47, 48, 49, 50]
suggested that a beneficial effect for capacity could be achieved through automated platooning of
vehicles (i.e. ACC and CACC). However, Klunder et al. [5] pointed out that these effects could be
considerably influenced by the possibility to switch on and off the ACC.
The capacity drop indicates the difference between the maximum upstream inflow (i.e.
capacity) and the maximum downstream outflow from traffic congestion (i.e. dynamic capacity). This
drop is caused by the larger headways maintained by drivers after congestion. The capacity drop can
be considered as an indicator of the performance of a highway during congested conditions. Studies
analysing the capacity drop in relation to automation are scarce. However, Kesting et al. [51] observed
that capacity increases linearly and dynamic capacity increases over-proportionally when the
penetration level of ACC vehicles increases and the driving strategies are adapted to the traffic
conditions in terms of maximum acceleration and time headways. They suggested that the faster
increase in dynamic capacity compared to capacity can be explained as an ‘obstruction effect’ caused
by slower drivers which hinder faster ACC vehicles.
Three types of stability can be identified [52]: local stability, string stability and flow stability.
Local stability refers to two vehicles in a car-following situation. The car-following process is defined
to be stable if the magnitude of the disturbance decreases with time. String stability is related to a
platoon of vehicles and focus on the propagation of disturbances between the vehicles in the platoon.
A platoon is considered stable when the disturbance decreases while propagating upstream. Traffic
flow stability can be considered related to a series of platoons, characterized by platoon sizes and
inter-platoon gaps. Traffic flow is stable when a disturbance of a platoon is transferred to upstream
platoons while decreasing in magnitude. Dealing with automation, it can be assumed that the string
composed by ACC vehicles is not stable [53]. However, CACC vehicles can result in a more stable
traffic flow [54]. Schakel et al. [55] pointed out that in mixed traffic conditions the presence of CACC
vehicles leads to limited effects on traffic flow stability and substantial consequences for the
characteristics of shock-waves.
It can be concluded that the available studies are based on simulations and use relatively
simple mathematical models of driving behaviour for ACC and CACC. Moreover, the influences of
the automation of the lateral control task and the authority transitions on traffic flow efficiency are not
analysed.

2.6.

Knowledge gaps

Based on the literature review proposed, the main knowledge gaps are identified as follows.
1.

Empirics of automated driving in case of authority transitions
The studies available in literature on authority transitions between ACC and manual driving
are generally based on FOTs and it is not clear how authority transitions affect the lateral and
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longitudinal dynamics of vehicles. No studies based on FOTs were found exploring the effects
of authority transitions between conditional automation, partial automation and manual
driving.
2.

Human factors of automated driving in case of authority transitions
No studies based on FOTs were found analysing possible motivations for authority transitions
between conditional automation, partial automation and manual driving. The relationships
between authority transitions, human factors and human driving performances have never
been explored explicitly. In addition, an underpinned theoretical framework defining the
relationships between authority transitions, human factors and traffic flow conditions is
missing.

3.

Modelling of automated driving in case of authority transitions
Most mathematical models describing car-following and lane changing behaviour do not
account for authority transitions and for this motivation there is no clear view to what extent
parameter values and model performances of current models are affected by authority
transitions.
The available studies on the effects of automation on traffic flow efficiency are based on
simulations and use relatively simple mathematical models of driving behaviour for ACC and
CACC. To the best of our knowledge, no mathematical models describe driving behaviour in
case of conditional automation and partial automation.

4.

Effects of automated driving on traffic flow in case of authority transitions
No studies were found on the effects of authority transitions between ACC and manual driving
on traffic flow efficiency in terms of capacity drop and traffic flow stability.
The influences of the AS and authority transitions between AS and manual driving on traffic
flow efficiency (i.e. capacity, capacity drop and traffic flow stability) have never been
investigated. Similarly, the effects of conditional automation on traffic flow have never been
explored.

3.

Research set-up

In this section, the research objectives and the research hypotheses are formulated based on the
knowledge gaps identified and the expected outcome of the research. Next, the research hypotheses
are translated into a set of research questions. Finally, the research approach and the proposed research
methodology are discussed addressing the formulated questions.

3.1.

Research objectives

For each knowledge gap identified, the main objectives of this research are formulated as follows.
1.

2.

3.

4.

3.2.

Empirics of automated driving in case of authority transitions
To gain insight into the longitudinal and the lateral dynamics of automated vehicles in case of
authority transitions.
Human factors of automated driving in case of authority transitions
To propose a theoretical framework that explores the relationships between authority
transitions, human factors and traffic flow characteristics.
Modelling of automated driving in case of authority transitions
To develop a mathematical model of driving behaviour that accounts for authority transitions
and implement it into a microscopic traffic flow simulation.
Effects of automated driving on traffic flow in case of authority transitions
To evaluate the effects of authority transitions on traffic flow efficiency and investigate
potential consequences in terms of traffic safety and policy analysis.

Research hypotheses

Defined the main research objectives, research hypotheses are formulated as follows.
1.
Empirics of automated driving in case of authority transitions
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•
•
•

2.

•
•

3.

•
•
•
•

4.

•
•

3.3.

Under certain traffic situations, drivers could prefer to disengage partial automation and
transfer to driving assistance or manual driving.
Authority transitions cause significant changes in the longitudinal dynamics (e.g. speed,
acceleration and time headway) and in the lateral dynamics of automated vehicles (e.g. lateral
positioning and lane changing).
Comparing different levels of automation, there are significant variations in the drivers’
behavioural adaptations before/during/after authority transitions per each level.
Human factors of automated driving in case of authority transitions
Discretionary and mandatory authority transitions are strongly related to the driver support
system and traffic flow characteristics.
There are significant variations between and within drivers in terms of motivations to
voluntary disengage the system and reactions to mandatory authority transitions.
Modelling of automated driving in case of authority transitions
Current mathematical models are not adequate in representing authority transitions between
different levels of automations and manual driving.
Continuous lateral positioning is a prerequisite for modelling lane-changing behaviour.
Incorporating human factors it will be possible to formulate mathematical models which are
suitable to represent authority transitions between different levels of automation and manual
driving.
These models outperform current mathematical models.
Effects of automated driving on traffic flow in case of authority transitions
Authority transitions affect traffic flow efficiency considerably in terms of capacity, capacity
drop and traffic flow stability.
Authority transitions have significant consequences in terms of safety and policy analysis (e.g.
mode choice) that should be further investigated with specific studies.

Research questions

Formulated the research hypothesis, the research questions are identified as follows.
1.
Do authority transitions influence the lateral and longitudinal dynamics of automated
vehicles?
• How do drivers react to mandatory authority transitions?
• What are the behavioural adaptations of drivers before/during/after mandatory and
discretionary authority transitions in different levels of automation?
2.

3.

•
•
•

•
•
•

4.

•

How does human driving behaviour vary during authority transitions?
What are the motivations that lead drivers to switch off/on the system voluntarily?
How can the reactions of drivers during mandatory authority transitions be explained?
What are the variations within and between drivers and how these variations can be related to
the support system, driver characteristics and human factors?
How can human driving behaviour during authority transitions be modelled?
What microscopic modelling approaches have been proposed in literature for authority
transitions between different levels of automation and what are the limitations?
How can current model performances be evaluated in relation to authority transitions?
What are the most suitable modelling approaches and mathematical formulations to
incorporate authority transitions between different levels of automation?
How can the new mathematical model be calibrated and what are the model performances?
How can the model be validated?
What are the effects determined by the introduction of automated vehicles on public roads?
Does automated driving improve traffic flow efficiency (e.g. capacity, the capacity drop and
traffic flow stability) in mixed traffic conditions and to what extent?
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•

3.4.

Are there undesirable effects and how these effects could be mitigated? Are there beneficial
effects and how these effects could be further improved (e.g. system design)?

Research approach and research methodology

3.4.1. Empirics of automated driving in case of authority transitions
The aim is to investigate driving behaviour (i.e. longitudinal and lateral control) in vehicles of
different levels of automation (i.e. driver assistance, partial automation, conditional automation)
during authority transitions, exploring variations within drivers and differences between drivers. The
data will be collected through different methods as follows:
•
•

Field Operational Tests;
Driving simulator experiments.

Data collection methods
The validity of data collected in a FOT can be considered relatively high while the level of
controllability is limited [56]. Indeed, in a FOT it is not possible to present exactly the same conditions
to all the participants and therefore precisely control for potential confounding variables. Vice-versa,
driving simulators possess a high degree of controllability. Presenting exactly the same traffic flow
and environmental conditions to all the participants, driving performances can be assessed objectively
[57]. Since reality is represented virtually, driving simulator experiments can result in a reduction in
validity. However, recent findings [58] have suggested that driving simulator studies possess relative
validity, which means that the observed behavioural response converges in the same direction as in
real life. Most of the studies on the changed role of the driver in relation to automation have been
performed using driving simulator studies or have been conducted in the field of aviation [59]. Based
on available literature, FOTs and driving simulator experiments seem to be useful and complementary
instruments to analyse the dynamics of vehicles.
In addition, the data collected include personal characteristics of drivers (e.g. age, gender,
driving experience, education, and nationality), driving styles (e.g. aggressive/prudent driving
behaviour) and human factors (e.g. mental workload and situation awareness). This information is
collected by using a questionnaire expressly designed and self-reported measures.
Data analysis methods
The distributions of speed, acceleration and time headways are analysed in order to study the
longitudinal dynamics of vehicles in case of authority transitions. The lateral positioning inside the
lane and the lane changing are analysed to investigate the lateral dynamics. The behavioural
hypothesis we would like to test is that the authority transitions between different levels of
automations and manual driving cause significant changes in speed, acceleration, time headway,
lateral positioning and lane-changing. The characteristics of mandatory switching off are investigated
in terms of time needed to resume manual control after sensor failure and the consequent speed drop.
Similarly, the characteristics of discretionary switching on actions after the sensors are functioning
again are analysed. Discretionary authority transitions are explored comparing the longitudinal
dynamics of vehicles before and after the voluntary switching on and off.
Detailed analysis of the driving behaviour of single drivers is discussed in-depth by using a relative
speed-spacing (DV, DX) plane to identify possible changes in the perceptual thresholds in case of
authority transitions. When the vehicle crosses one of these thresholds, the driver will perceive a
change in either relative space or relative speed and respond with a constant acceleration or
deceleration [60]. In this research proposal, this point in the (DV, DX) plane is defined as an action
point.
3.4.2. Theoretical framework for human factors of automated driving in case of authority
transitions
Based on the main findings of the previous phase, an empirically underpinned theoretical framework
for automated driving in case of authority transitions is developed where human factors are accounted
for. In this context, Figure 1 presents the relationships between authority transitions, human factors
and traffic flow conditions. This theoretical framework represents the basis for identification of the
main variables and relationship that will be included in the microscopic traffic flow model.
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Data analysis methods
In order to define the position of the action points in the (DV, DX) plane, a data analysis technique
which aims at identifying periods of constant acceleration is used [61]. It is assumed that a trajectory
can be represented by non-equidistant periods in which the acceleration is constant and consequently
the speed can be represented by a continuous piecewise linear function of time. The actions points are
defined as the time instants at which the acceleration changes.
After that, a Multivariate Regression Analysis is performed to determine the extent to which
the perceptual thresholds vary in vehicles equipped with different levels of automation and during
authority transitions. In addition, the relationships between perceptual thresholds, driver
characteristics, driving styles and human factors are explored by using Multiple Regression Analysis.

Road and traffic flow conditions

Environmental
conditions

Road design

Traffic flow
characteristics
Flow
Density

Longitudinal and
lateral dynamics

Human factors
Discretionary
Authority
Transitions

Sensors

Systems

Mandatory
Authority
Transitions

Perceptual
Thresholds
Driver characteristics
Driving styles

Human Machine
Interface

Automated Vehicle

Human Driving Behaviour

Relationships that will be investigated.
Relationships that will not be investigated.

Figure 1

Theoretical framework of relationships between authority transitions, human
factors and traffic flow conditions.
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3.4.3. Modelling of automated driving in case of authority transitions
The limitations of current mathematical models of car following and lane-changing behaviour are
investigated. The scope of this phase is to develop new mathematical models of driving behaviour that
incorporate authority transitions and could be implemented into microscopic traffic flow simulations.
Data analysis methods
The parameter value fluctuations and performance of current mathematical models for car-following
(e.g. IDM, Helly, etc.) and lane changing behaviour (e.g. MOBIL) are evaluated in relation to
authority transitions between different levels of automation and manual driving. The models are
calibrated using a calibration approach for joint estimation proposed by Hoogendoorn and
Hoogendoorn [62]. A Maximum Likelihood approach is used to estimate the parameters, where the
joint likelihood is determined through the observation of the trajectories analysed in the experiment.
Microscopic traffic flow simulations
A new mathematical model which incorporates perceptual thresholds in relation to automation is
developed. The model requirements are defined based on the main findings of the previous stages.
Potential requirements of this model are listed as follows:
•
•
•
•

Representation of driving behaviour in different levels of automation (i.e. manual driving,
driving assistance and partial automation) by using specific driving rules;
Dynamic changing of the driving rules in order to represent authority transitions;
Continuous lateral and longitudinal positioning;
Integrated car-following and lane-changing behaviour.

The most suitable modelling approach is selected based on the requirements defined and the literature
review. After that, the model is formulated in mathematical terms and implemented in an appropriate
microscopic simulation package. This model is calibrated combining empirical data from FOTs and
driving simulator experiments. The parameter value fluctuations and model performance are evaluated
in relation to authority transitions between different levels of automation and manual driving. These
results are compared to the performance of current mathematical models.
3.4.4. Effects of automated driving on traffic flow in case of authority transitions
Several penetration rates of automated vehicles are explored and the effect of automated driving on
traffic flow efficiency in mixed traffic conditions are evaluated using the microscopic traffic flows
models developed in terms of capacity, capacity drop and traffic flow stability. For this purpose, an
assessment framework is developed and applied.
Data analysis methods
The distributions of time and distance headway, speed, acceleration, traffic density and traffic flow are
analysed simulating several penetration rates of automated vehicles. The effects of automation on
traffic flow efficiency are thoroughly discussed. Specific studies are suggested in order to investigate
the effects of authority transitions on safety and policy analysis. Finally, suggestions are proposed for
the design of new automated systems maximizing the benefits on traffic flow efficiency.

3.5.

Potential cooperation within HF Auto

The present research is developed in the context of the project HFAuto–Human Factors of Automated
Driving, a Multi-Partner Initial Training Network (ITN) composed by thirteen Early Stage
Researchers (ESRs) and an Experienced Researcher (ER). This research plan is organised for being
independent from the work of the other researchers in the network. However, potential collaborations
which can be very useful to gain a deeper insight into the research questions proposed and can be
discussed during the project are indicated as follows:
ER1.

Design of the questionnaire on personal characteristics of drivers, driving styles and human
factors; prediction of the potential policy impact of automation;
ESR2. Analysis of the motivations that lead drivers to switch off/on the system voluntarily;
ESR4. Analysis of the system setting and mandatory authority transitions;
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ESR10. Analysis of the behavioural adaptations of drivers in case of authority transitions;
ESR11. Analysis of the variations within drivers in case of authority transitions;
ESR12. Analysis of the variations between drivers in case of authority transitions.

4.

Conclusions

Authority transitions between automation and manual driving are expected to have significant effects
on traffic flow efficiency in terms of capacity, capacity drop and traffic flow stability. The available
literature indicates that drivers may prefer to disengage ACC and resume manual control in dense
traffic conditions and to perform manoeuvres such as lane changing. However, these studies rely on
data collected in FOTs and driving simulator experiments expressly analysing authority transitions in a
much more detailed way are missing. Moreover, no FOT studies were found exploring authority
transitions in case of partial automation. Therefore, it is not clear how authority transitions affect the
lateral and longitudinal dynamics of vehicles. No studies were found on the relationship between
authority transitions and human driving behaviour and an underpinned theoretical framework defining
the relationships between authority transitions, human factors and traffic flow conditions is currently
missing. Mathematical models describing car-following and lane changing behaviour do not account
for authority transitions and there is no clear view to what extent these models are able to represent
authority transitions. No studies were found on the effects of authority transitions on traffic flow
efficiency in terms of capacity drop and traffic flow stability.
In this research proposal, a research plan is drafted in order to fill the knowledge gaps
identified. First, the effects of authority transitions between partial automation, driving assistance and
manual driving on longitudinal and lateral dynamics will be investigated. Data collected in driving
simulator experiments and FOTs will be analysed by using statistics. Insight will be gained into the
relationship between human driving behaviour and authority transitions. Second, an empirically
underpinned theoretical framework for authority transitions including human factors will be
developed. Third, this framework will be used to develop mathematical models of driving behaviour
that incorporate authority transitions. Potential requirements for these models are the representation of
driving behaviour in different levels of automation, dynamic changing of the driving rules, continuous
lateral and longitudinal positioning, integrated car-following and lane-changing behaviour. The
performances of the resulting models will be analysed and compared to these of current mathematical
models. Fourth, the effects of authority transitions on traffic flow efficiency in mixed traffic conditions
will be investigated by using the traffic flow simulations developed. Finally, directions for future
research will be discussed, outlining the potential consequences of automation on traffic safety and
policy analysis.
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